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	BlackBerry in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself), 9780672326707 (0672326701), Sams Publishing, 2005
Wish your BlackBerry 7100 had come with a little more meat in the owner's manual? BlackBerry 7100 In a Snap is your wish come true. This task-oriented guide goes well beyond the BlackBerry 7100 owner's manual and guides you through its devices using practical usage scenarios. Jump in anywhere, and learn how to squeeze every bit of mobile power out of your BlackBerry 7100, one task at a time. You will learn how to:

	
    Manage your BlackBerry 7100 from your desktop

    
	
    Take control of e-mail with the built-in Web Client

    
	
    Text message

    
	
    Use your BlackBerry 7100 as the ultimate mobile phone

    
	
    Manage your time with the calendar

    
	
    Organize your to-do list with tasks

    


You will also learn about advanced features that go beyond simple phone and communicator usage, and you'll be able to reference quick tutorials on a broad array of features and practices with this essential guide from the In a Snap series.

About author

Michael Morrison is a writer, developer, toy inventor, and author of a variety of computer technology books and interactive web-based courses. In addition to his primary profession as a writer and freelance nerd-for-hire, Michael is the creative lead at Stalefish Labs, an entertainment company he cofounded with his wife, Masheed. The commercial debut for Stalefish Labs is a traditional social/trivia game called Tall Tales: The Game of Legends and Creative One-Upmanship (http://www.talltalesgame.com/). When not glued to his computer, playing hockey, skateboarding, or watching movies with his wife, Michael enjoys hanging out by his koi pond while he checks email on his BlackBerry. You can visit Michael on the Web and discuss this book at http://www.michaelmorrison.com/.
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Iran and Nuclear Weapons: Protracted Conflict and Proliferation (Routledge Global Security Studies)Routledge, 2009
This book investigates what is driving Iran's nuclear weapons programme in a less-hostile regional environment, using a theory of protracted conflicts to explicate proliferation.

Iran’s nuclear weapons program has alarmed the international community since the 1990s, but has come to the forefront of international security...


		

Delicious Sourdough Bread Recipes: The Only Sourdough Cookbook You Will Ever NeedIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you a bread lover but find that it makes you bloated and constipated? Do you want to eat bread even when you are on a diet? If you have answered yes to any of these questions, this sourdough recipe cookbook is exactly what you need.

	

	Sourdough is full of healthy goodness that will provide you with all the nutrients your...


		

The One-Hour Business Plan: The Simple and Practical Way to Start Anything NewJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A guide to writing a successful business plan—in just one hour


	A strong business plan greatly increases a business chance of success, especially in an economic environment in which more than 50 percent of businesses fail within three years. Your business plan can serve as a foundation for your successful business....





	

Studies on Men's Health and FertilityHumana Press, 2012

	Studies on Men’s Health and Fertility provides a comprehensive series of up-to-the-minute reviews addressing the role of oxidative stress in the aetiology of reproductive pathologies in the male. This volume represents by far the most detailed, authoritative review of the field that has been produced to date.  The text...


		

Memory as a Programming Concept in C and C++Cambridge University Press, 2003
The overwhelming majority of program bugs and computer crashes stem from problems of memory access, allocation, or deallocation. Such memory-related problems are also notoriously difficult to debug. Yet the role that memory plays in C and C++ programming is a subject often overlooked in courses and books because it requires specialized knowledge...


		

Do More Faster: TechStars Lessons to Accelerate Your StartupJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Practical advice from some of today's top early stage investors and entrepreneurs


	TechStars is a mentorship-driven startup accelerator with operations in three U.S. cities. Once a year in each city, it funds about ten Internet startups with a small amount of capital and surrounds them with around fifty top Internet...
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